
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
The Power of your Gift to Earth Share 

 
The following is a compilation of facts provided by our member charities to illustrate just how much 

each dollar helps. Please use them as a whole or individually, as best suits your needs. 
 
 

For $1 per pay period, you can 

 Help remove obsolete dams that block the flow of rivers 

 Remove 60 pounds of trash from a beach 

 Buy 24 trees  

 Feed an Aplomado Falcon for ten days  

For $5 per pay period, you can 

 Provide parents with an online resource guide for how to improve their child's health and well-being 

through interactive "play" with nature daily  

 Buy wading boots for five volunteers 

 Purchase 85 yards of range flags as a proactive way to keep wolves out of livestock enclosures 

 Furnish all classes of a high school with charts and guides about alternatives to commonly used 

hazardous household products 

 

For $10 per pay period, you can 

 Plant fifteen trees, offsetting 18 tons of carbon dioxide emissions, which the average American is 

responsible for emitting into the atmosphere each year  

 Fund restoration and recovery efforts in the Gulf of Mexico 

 Enable the purchase and installation of a camera trap through which field scientists  can monitor 

threatened species, such as jaguars in Central America 

For $20 per pay period, you can 

 Build a release tower for the endangered Aplomado Falcon 

 Help cover the cost of press conferences, media tours, news releases and editorial mailings that help 

put the spotlight on serious threats to our nation's wildlife and its habitat 

 Encourage the region’s efforts to help farmers offset climate change through carbon-capturing 

conservation practices 

 Pay one weekly stipend for a college student to participate in the Conservation Internship Program, a 

program that cultivates students who will choose a career path in conservation and make a long-term 

commitment to the preservation and protection of the pristine environment and diverse cultures 



For $25 per pay period, you can 

 Pay for two full days of abandoned mine surveys by which helps to ensure the safety of both bats and 

humans at dozens of unprotected sites throughout the western United States 

 Purchase satellite transmitters and radio transmitter equipment to track the movements of species, to 

track changes in these wildlife populations and to make policy recommendations to preserve certain 

species 

 Pay for one deep well, which provides more than 1,000 people with clean and potable water 

 Cover a quarter of the costs associated with gating abandoned mines to ensure the safety of both bats 

and humans 

 Help fund public workshops and forums to help formulate a regional plan to restore and protect the 

natural resources of the Missouri River 

For $30 per pay period, you can 
 

 Test and monitor the Anacostia River’s water quality 

 Help a graduate student participate in the Conservation Internship Program, a program that encourages 

students, who are pursuing a career in conservation and makes a long-term commitment to preserving 

and protecting the pristine environment and diverse cultures of Great Land 

For $50 per pay period, you can 

 Provide an outstanding college student with fellowship funds to develop and execute a campus 
greening project to help reduce their campus’s carbon footprint 

 Improve up to ¼ mile of hiking trails 

 Purchase a portable air-monitoring device called a Drift Catcher that can be used in any community to 

monitor pesticides in the air 

 Sponsor two classes of 15 students from underprivileged areas for a day at the zoo to see spectacular 

wildlife firsthand, and to gain an insight into the importance of protecting wildlife and their habitat 

 Cover half of the purchase price of one set of infrared beam-break components , which are used  to 

monitor cave openings for early warning signs of the presence of deadly White-nose Syndrome among 

the cave’s bat population 

For $100 per pay period, you can 

 Fund a mini-scholarship for one student to attend an environmental  conference  
 Fund one of Bat Conservation International’s Global Grassroots research scholarships for an aspiring 

bat conservationist working with little-known bat populations in a country where resources are scarce 
 Reforest 6.5 acres of your National Forests 

 
 



Interesting Facts 

There is a “Great Pacific Garbage Patch” of floating debris and plastic in the Pacific Ocean that is twice 

the size of Texas.  

 $1 per pay period can remove 60 pounds of trash from a beach, catalogue it, and identify who 

put it there. 

 

An estimated 4.5 billion trees are cut down each year. Because the United States practices 

reforestation, its forests have actually grown in size over the past century, with about 4 million planted 

each day (1.7 billion per year). 

 $1 per pay period can protect 5 acres of tropical rainforest and farmland 

 
25% of all land animals and plants are at risk of extinction due to climate change.  

 $5 per pay period supports a Wildlife Rescue Team responsible for responding rapidly and 

effectively to immediate needs, urgent situations, and unexpected environmental disasters. 

 

Between local, state and federal agencies, several million acres of protected land are administered 

each year.  

 $5 per pay period can preserve one quarter acre of wildlife habitat/watershed in Tulare County, 

California 

 

Almost 6,000 acres of open space are converted to developed uses every day. 

  $20 per pay period can pay for one tree nursery, helping reduce villagers’ dependency on 

forest wood and promote reforestation 

 
According to the EPA, half of the American population – more than 1.5 million people – live in areas 
where the air quality is unsafe.   

 $25 per pay period can buy an expert toxicologist’s time to review a community’s air or water 

quality test results and help them understand potential health risks 

 

Almost 1 million acres of land worldwide, including cropland, are paved every year for roads 
and parking lots.  

 $30 per pay period can conserve habitat for native wildlife on 750 acres of ranch land 

 

 
If you would like additional information, please contact us at info@earthshare.org 

EarthShare, 7735 Old Georgetown Road #900, Bethesda MD 20814 

240.333.0300 p :: www.earthshare.org  
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